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INTRODUCTION
During my one year of teaching seventh grade arithmetic, I have found that many students have trouble understanding percentage problems.

This lack of understanding

leads to difficulty which some students never learn to
overcome.

Since some of the difficulty in understanding

may be a result of poor teaching, this paper is being
written to present a method of instruction which the
writer hopes will be useful in the study of percentage.
The concept of ratio, developed intuitively, is
being introduced much earlier in the grades in present
day textbooks than in books with older copyrig_,ht dates,
and this early exposure can lay a firm foundation for the
more mature treatment of ratio) proportion, and variation
found in subsequent courses in algebra, geometry, trigonometry, and pnysics.
Despite this

ear~y

introduction of ratio in modern

textbooks, and despite the significance of this unifying
concept, as well as the relative ease of' learning it,
modern textbooirn, wi-ch only a few exceptions, make little
attempt to use ratio in the teaching of per cent.

Thus,

per cent is usually taught in terms of special cases,

-2rules to follow, and manipulative procedures, without
any unifying concept to give cohesion to the special
cases.
The average pupil has ahtays had great difficulty
with the ttspecial cases" approach, and this difficulty
has lead to the need for a better way to teach per cent.
Thus, the purpose of this 1)aper is to suggest some of the
ways the subject of per cent can be developed around
the unifying concept of ratio.
write a textbook.

:No attempt is made to

The treat-:'1.ent is illustrative rather

than exhaustive in nature.

The writer intends to try

tlJ.is new approach with his pupils.
Although the writer has read many books dealing with
methods of teaching arithrr.etic and has examined many
textbooks in arithmetic, he has not attempted to give
credit through footnotes for ideas and methods contained
in this paper.

Many specialists in arithmetic have been

stressing for years some of the ideas suggested in thls
paper.

Furthermore, my adviser, Dr. David Davis, suggested

some of the ideas.

Thus, the writer's role has been to

combine ideas from many sources with ideas of his own
to write a paper that would help him become a better
teacher of arithmetic.
The reader should ref er to the Bibliography for the
list of sources from w'.hich the writer has obtained ideas
and suggestions.

RATIO
Before we can make use of ratios in solving percentage problems we will review the meaning of ratio.
The best review would probably be in the form of exercises for the student.
For example:
I/

a)

4

b)

13 of the 25----7-written !:3 .

e)

8 in each 50

d)

2 for 25----7 written

out of

5~written

...5
(',.<(:.6

)written ,£'

~(;

~

G<~".t;·•

After practice in writing ratios, we next consider
the use of ratios in practical problems.
Sample problems:
1.

Candy bars are priced at 10~ for 3 bars. Kathy
wants to buy 6 bars. How much will she have to
pay for 6 bars?

Solution:
The ratio of--1.f-shows that the bars are sold
....,_,
at the rate of

6 bars.

10~

per 3 bars.

Kathy wants to buy

Now, we do not know how much she will have

to pay for the 6 bars, but the rate can be expressed
by the ratio --f,-

,

where fn t represents the number

of cents Kathy will ha.ve to pay for the 6 bars.

-4Then, we can equate the two ratios-18- and -.f!to f'orm the equation -4----

::: __jJ__ because

...."!

-·

t.

both ratios

'

express the same rate.
The equation --41--- =

_LL

. .;,

t

can now be solved f'or

•n• by any of the methods the children have previously
learned.

For example:
__LQ_

--9

~-

n
(

......:< r.

--

(.{•

I}

·-

-:)O

Thus, we f'ind that 6 bars will cost 20 cents.
Mrs. Cook bought 8 bars of soap f'or 60~.
this rate, how much would 2 bars cost?

2.

At

Solution:
The ratio of'

t,.r
if

shows that Mrs. Cook bought

60~

soap at the rate of

per 8 bars.

The ratio of'

---L2-will then represent the rate per 2 bars.
~

In

the above ratio •n• represents the cost of 2 bars.
Since these two ratios express the same rate, we can
equate these ratios and solve for •n• as follows:
it:·

/1

.,p

:{

,f' /7

:::.

f7

::.

/:At)

1..s-

Thus, we find that 2 bars will cost

3.

15 cents.

John earns 25~ a day, and Bob earns 15fi a day.
When John has earned $1.25, how much will Bob
have earned?

Solution:
Th-e ratio .....s2.:::
expresses the comparison of the
/..:j"

-5amount John earns in a day with the amount Bob
earns in a day.
When John has earned $1.25, we do not know
how much Bob has earned but we can conpare John's
earnings to Bob's earnings by the ratio 1'1;1~ where
•n• represents Bob's earnings.

Then we can equate

and ~·to rorm. the equation
th e two ratios .. -~~:.
i:.'J11
,'J";- -- /J.:;. because both ratios express the same
/.:.:i

-·

/}

comparison.
The equation

·o?s·

/">-

~ ~12

II

can now be solved :f'or

tn I by any of' the methods the chi 1dren have preViOUSly learned.

For example:
-~
/..5

-

42•f

.:;.-:::·n

;:

'lf"',r
1---

_.

ii ::

I)

7,d,. <>

Thus, we find that Bob will earn

75

cents.

Problems :f'or the students to work:
1.

Mrs. Parks paid 57</ for some grape:f'ruit. They
were priced at 19<t for 2. How many grapefruit
did she buy?

2.

Mrs. Parks also bought 6 cans of baby food
for 76t. The baby food was selling at the
rate of how many cans for 38<t?

3.

The fifth graders collected paper and sold it
for 30<t per 100 pounds. They received $12.60
for all the paper that they sold. How many
pounds of paper did they sell?

4.

Mrs. Brown paid ?B<t for one dozen cakes of
soap. She bought the soap at the rate of how
many cakes for 26<t?

-6Ruth bought 20 noisemakers for a party. They
were priced at 2 for 25~. How much did she
pay for all of them?

6.

On a bicycle trip, Bill and his friends rode
9 miles in 2 hours. At this rate, how many
miles could they ride in 6 hours?

PER CENT
Since the class will already be familiar with the
concept of per cent, it should not take very long to
refresh their memories.

Probably the best way to handle

this is to present several problems and ask questions
about the problems.
Sample problems:
1.

A sign over cans of weed killer reads:

"100%
What does this

effective or your money back."
mean?

2.

A jacket is marked
this mean?

3.

A new hotel is advertised as

0

100% nylon."
11

'What does

100% air-conditioned."

Explain.
Summary:

Per cent means per hundred or hundredths.
The symbol for per cent is %. The whole
of anything may be represented by ~go
of anything or by 1001& of anything. ; e n

In solving these problems by the ratio method, it

is not necessary for the students to memorize formulas.
The words

~'

~'

and percentage might be mentioned

after the solutions to the problems have been determined.
Sample problems:
l.

Seven hundred pupils are enrolled in the Jackson
School. Four hundred twenty of the pupils
usually walk to school. The number of pupils

-8who usually walk to school is what per cent of
the total number of pupils enrolled in this school?
Solution:
An equation involving ratios can be used to

find the answer.

Start with the information given

in the problem and write the ratio that compares the
number of pupils enrolled in school.

This ratio is

expressed below:
1./r:;;o

?o •'

number of pupils who walk to school
number of pupils enrolled

To find the per cent of pupils who walk to school
you need another ratio.

This ratio must express

a comparison with 100 pupils that equals the ratio
which compares the 420 pupils with the 700 pupils.
You do not know how many pupils walk for each 100
pupils enrolled, but you can use a letter in your
ratio to hold a place for the numeral that tells
how many.

This ratio is expressed below:

n
/f.'o

number of pupils who walk to school
number of ".'upils enrolled

The two ratios are equal because they make equivalent comparisons.

The equation involving these

ratios is written and solved. below:
</di'·

__

n .

/t:'t'

'/Cl«'

'JOC /.'

-,

fl

-

L/:2.t." t)
(,O

The ratio of 420 pupils to 700 pupils equals the
ratio of 60 pupils to 100 pupils.

Sixty to one

-9hundred can be expressed as 60%. The 420 pupils
who walk to school are 60% of the 700 pupils
enrolled.
2.

Forty-two of the 50 sixth graders have pets.
What per cent of the sixth graders have pets?

Solution:

An equation involving ratios can be used to find
the answer.

Start with the information given in the

problem and write the ratio that compares the number
of pupils who have pets with the total number of
sixth graders enrolled in school.

This ratio is

expressed below:
q~
-6"?';.

_nurllber of sixth graders who have pets
total number of sixth graders

To find the per cent of students who have pets, you
need another ratio.

This ratio must have 100 in the

denominator because we are working with per

~·

You do not know how many pupils have pets for each
100 children in the sixth grade but you can use a
letter in your ratio to hold a place for the numeral
that tells how many.

n
/o

<'

This ratio is expressed below:

number of pupils who have pets
number of pupils in the sixth grade

The two ratios are equal because they make equivalent comparisons.

The equation involving the ratios

-10is written and solved below:
....t£2_
6i....

..:Y'-' ,,

42

to the ratio of

-

::::

_A_
/!)i.1

L/.;( () o

J""/
pupils to S'O pupils is equivalent
I?

The ratio of

-·

84

::

pupils to 100 pupils.

Eighty-

84%. The
the 50 sixth

four to one hundred can be expressed as

42

students who have pets are

84%

of

graders.
Practice problems:
1.

Twenty-eighty of the thirty-five sixth graders
went to the school party. What per cent of the
sixth graders went to the party?

2.

Eight of the thirty-two sixth graders were absent
yesterday. What per cent of the sixth graders
were absent ?

3.

The Science Club has 52 members. Thirty-nine
have paid their dues. What per cent of the
members have paid their dues?

-11In most arithmetic books, the problems shown on the

previous pages of this paper are classified as finding
~ ~

problems.

The reader has probably noticed that

no formula was employed to work the problems.
Sample problems may be used to show how ratio can
be used to solve problems when the percentage of a
number is to be found.
Sample problems:

1.

One day 14% of the 50 sixth graders enrolled in
the Jackson School were absent. How many of the
sixth graders were absent that day?

Solution:
To find this answer you again can use an equation involving ratios.

You are told that

sixth graders were Qbsent.

14

out of 100.

14~

of the

You know that 14% means

So one ratio in this problem is

J,~t,

•

The other ratio you make compares the number of
sixth graders who were actually absent with the

50

sixth graders who were actually enrolled.

n
,be

number of sixth graders absent
number of sixth graders enrolled

The two ratios are equal because they make equivalent
comparisons.

The equation involving these ratios is

written and solved below:
-~-.l!f_

__

/l'<:
/C'C:' ~·:

r;

a

-

-!>~c..)

:=

..

'l(' tl
,.,.
I

-12Thus, we find that 7 pupils were absent on the
day in question.
2.

About 75% of the 700 pupils at the school eat
lunch in the school lunehroom. About how many
pupils eat lunch in the school lunchroom?

Solution:
To find this answer you again can use an equation
involving ratios.

You are told that 75% of the children

at school eat luhch in the school lunchroom.
know that

75%

means

75

out of 100.

this problem is --2..i: •

You

So one ratio in

The other ratio compares the

/!.l-.•

number of children who actually eat lunch at the
school cafeteria with the 700 children enrolled
in the school.

n
700

number of children who eat in the cafeteria
number of children enrolled in school

The ratio involving 700 students equals the ratio
involving 100 students.

The equation involving

these ratios is written and solved below:
_.:&__
/()(.' 17

-·
-

t; -

Thus, we find that approximately 525 pupils
eat lunch in the school lunchroom.

-13Practice exercises:
1.

Jim had 125 stamps. He gave 24% of these stamps
to Philip. How many stamps did he give to
Philip?

2.

Four hundred and eighty pupils are enrolled in
the Park School. Fifteen per cent of these
pupils are sixth graders. How many pupils are
in the sixth grade?

3.

There are SO sixth graders in the Cook School.
Forty per cent of the sixth grade class were
in the class play. How many of the sixth graders
were in the play?

4.

Forty per cent of the 700 pupils at the Jackson
School have younger brothers and sisters who
are not yet enrolled in school. How many of
the pupils have brothers and sisters not yet
in school?

-J.4Only one other type of problem in percentage will
be considered in this paper.

This type of problem is

the kind in which you are told that one number is a
certain per cent of a second number and you have to
find the second number.

After one year of experience

with seventh graders, the writer has found that this
type of problem gives students more trouble than the
other two types considered earlier in this paper.

This

type of problem lends itself very well to solution by
use of ratios.
Sample problems:
1.

One day 95% of the pupils in the fourth, fifth,
and sixth grades went to a movie in the auditorium. One hundred ninety pupils went to the
movie. How many pupils are enrolled in these
grades?

Solution:
An equation ~nvolving ratios can be used to

find the answer to this problem.

95%

You are told that

of the pupils in the three grades went to the

movie.

You know that

95%

means

95

out of 100.

The ref ore, one ratio in this problem

tl ,;,·-

is~
/()(l

•

You know that 190 people went to the movie.

So

the other ratio will compare these 190 people
with the number of people enrolled.

This ratio is

expressed below:

dl'
r,

number of pupils who went to the movie
number of pupils enrolled

-15These two ratios are equal because they make
equivalent comparisons.

The equation involving

these ratios is written and solved below:
{~1!L

r.·I

--

'k·n

::;.

IJ

::

__.$.:£_
/Cc1
I

19•.I

Oo {J

:;( (.1 ('

Tb.us, we find that 200 pupils are enrolled in
these grades.
The Jackson School basketball team has won
64% of its games. The team has won 16 games.
How many games has the basketball team played?
Solution:

An equation involving ratios can be used to
find the answer to this problem.
that the Jackson School team won
You know that

64%

means

64

You are told

64%

of its games.

out of 100.

So you can

write a ratio that expresses 64 games won out of
100 games played.

is -'LL.
/()('

Thus, one ratio in this problem

You know that the team actually won 16

games, so the other ratio will compare these 16
games won with the number of games actually played.

Th.is ratio is expressed below:
Ii.
Ji

number of games actually won
number or games actually played

The two ratios are equal because they make equivalent comparisons.

The equation involving these

-16ratios is written and solved below:
(d{

--

/(..
h

1-4/r;

;::

/{-:_"1{1

I}

-·

.:(.:5-

.//''
~. ...

Thus, we find· that the Jackson School basketball team played

25

games.

Practice exercises:

1.

The sixth graders sold 91 tickets to the school
play. This was 35% of all the tickets sold.
How many tickets were sold to the school play?
Bob saved 30% of the money he earned last summer. He saved forty-five dollars. How much
did he earn last summer?

3.

Forty per cent of the money that the sixth
graders raised by selling tickets was used for
expenses. Twenty dollars was used for expenses.
How much money did the sixth graders raise
selling tickets for the class play?

CONCLUSION
This study was made for the purpose of improving
·the writer's teaching of the· subject of per cent.

The

writer finds that seventh graders have difficulty learning the concepts of base,

~,

and percentage, and

believes that if they tackle the problem using ratios
and then define

~,

~,

and percentage, a clearer

understanding will take place.

Only a few practice

problems have been included, but when the paper is
used for actual classroom teaching more practice problems will be used. This procedure was attempted in the
writer's seventh grade class this past year and the
results were most gratifying.
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